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No matter what size of a permaculture system you’re aiming for, you’ll probably need a lot 
of trees and shrubs.

I always like to say that one of the most valuable skills we as permaculturists can have is 
propagation of plants - simply because in my mind growing my own plants is like 
printing my own money.

You see, a few years ago, when I just started developing my farm I wanted to plant several 
elderberry trees. Like any normal person, I would take a time out of my day, visit several 
nurseries, select a dozen elderberry trees and happily cash out my money. Now, there is 
nothing wrong with doing it this way, but I came to realize that there is a smarter and a 
cheaper way to acquire elderberry trees…

Let’s compare it to what I do today: I find a healthy superior looking elderberry tree 
growing in wild, preferably somewhere around my farm. Then, I take multiple cuttings that I 
stick into the sand, and with the help of some rooting hormone I get a bunch of elderberry 
trees - exact clones of that superior tree that are already well adapted to my local 
conditions.

Now, I know you might think that you need to be a trained horticulturist or a nurseryman to 
do stuff like this but it’s easier than you think.

For example, look at this image...
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This is me propagating plants without no prior practical knowledge about plant 
propagation….sure I’ve grown veggies from seeds before but here I’ve grown probably 
hundreds of dollars worth of trees with a minimal financial investment…

So today I want to let you know on a process that I developed and use for propagating 
plants the easy way but first, let’s talk about timing because timing is critical for these kinds 
of things…

Plant Propagation Calendar - what you should be doing right now

Ok, so let’s say that I got you hooked on this plant propagation thing and now you want to try it. 
The first thing I would say you need to be aware of is timing because certain activities are done in 
certain times of the year.

In my daily life I’m always distracted with so many other things but at the beginning of each month I 
look at this calendar and I know what I should be doing right now. Check it out here, I also 
recommend that you bookmark the site as Mike is a valuable resource…

Next, arm yourself with some resources

Once you have an idea of the timing you can start propagating 
your own plants. For me, the best book on the subject is AHS 
Plant Propagation - it’ my plant propagation bible. 

It has all plant propagation techniques explained in detail, and I 
carry it in my backpack everywhere so I can reference it. 

I tried many different things and yes for sure you can get all this 
info from the internet but I like to have everything in one spot and 
in a paper form so I can find what I need quickly. 

The simplest way to grow 1000’s of trees - step by step guide

So here is the process I’m using today to get a big portion of the plants I need for my farm, here I’ll 
explain how to propagate from seed, but you can do the same with cuttings, bulbs…
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Step 1. I would just take a walk in nature, going about my business and I would be like: “wow that’s 
a great looking hawthorn tree, it’s healthy, produced a ton, this would be a great addition to my 
food forest, I wonder what it takes to propagate it?”

Step 2. I would open my book and find “hawthorn”...there the whole process of propagating 
hawthorn is explained. If you don’t have the book I would use this site as my virtual reference.
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Step 3. I would take a whole bunch of seeds and sow them into a pot or a bucket. I would just mix 
some soil with the seeds and leave the pot outside during the winter.

Step 4. After a while, the seeds will germinate in spring, and they’ll keep growing that season until 
they’re ready to be transplanted in autumn.

For your reference, here is an image of some chestnuts I’ve grown this method. They’ll be going 
into the ground soon.

Now, if you like this and would like to give it a go, I prepared a list of trees you can grow from 
seeds along with the conditions they’ll require to germinate, you can download it here.

Finally, let me know your results at william@permacultureapprentice.com. 

www.permacultureapprentice.com
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